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What Happens Next? An Overview Letter 
 

 

 

Live off of food storage during the next forthcoming hard times, then go 

to New Jerusalem. Many have seen a season of living in tent cities in 

vision as things get bad. Seven years of famine ahead, but the saints don't 

see the full weight it. 2014 President Monson said "now is the time to 

prepare" and restructured the self reliance organizations - from then to 

now were the seven years of plenty (Nelson 2018 says "time is running 

out" and 2020 says "this is a hinge point"). (Timing of this I could be off 

on, of course, some Evidences point to 2024 as the famine starting time) 

Having food storage before going to Zion when chaos breaks out will be 

the modern "passover" before the modern "exodus". Whilst the saints 

flee to safety, civil war rages in the US, and European nations fall one by 

one. The US Constitution is saved but not in Washington, it goes to the 

New Jerusalem and is held up as the law there. US government collapses. 

 

Somewhere in the mix is the oppressive rule of the antichrist, 

which also involves pressure to walk away from Christ and take the mark 

of the beast (whatever that is (not just a vaccine)). 

 

Joseph smith returns and leads us back to Missouri just like the 

Zion’s camp march, and to give us the sealed portion of the Book of 

Mormon (which had a more complete account of the world from creation 

to it's end). On the exodus to Missouri saints are fed miraculously like 

the manna of the first Exodus. In Zion we live celestial laws of 

consecration and likely plural marriage. Without celestial law, no Zion. 

In Zion Christ is among us, the millennium of peace has for all intents 

and purposes already began there. We use Urim and Thumims in the 

schools there, and learn all true science history and cosmology. 

 

The ten lost tribes of Israel return to Missouri a few years into 

the hard time, a pattern just like happened in the Egypt famine when 

joseph's 10 brothers came to Egypt. These tribes come from an 

undisclosed location "in the north" miraculously, lead by John the 

revelator, who was translated and never tasted death. These tribes bring 

their scripture with them which show Christs ministry to them, etc. 

During Joseph Smith's mortal ministry, Ephraim began to be gathered, 
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and some of the lost tribes, but greater fulfillment of the keys given in 

this dispensation specifically related to the lost ten tribes will yet show 

miraculous events. 

 

In Zion (the New Jerusalem in Missouri), a missionary army of 

144,000 (12,000 from each of the 12 tribes) are assembled, and translated 

(changed into a state where they can't die) so they can go among the 

world in the midst of the plagues etc. without dying, giving final call outs 

to come to Zion and God. Then Adam-Ondi-Ahman meeting with Adam 

and Christ. 

 

THEN 7th seal opens and plagues, Armageddon, prophets in the 

streets for 3.5 years etc go down in Jerusalem and we preach to Jews. 

Then Christ comes to the Jews on the mount olives. Some Jews convert 

to the Lord's church. At some point a temple is built in Jerusalem. There 

may be a "Davidic king" who righteously rules in Jerusalem, Ezekiel 

says his name will be David. Some say it's an unknown person named 

David, others say John, others Joseph Smith, others Christ himself. 

 

Then we teach heathen (nom-Christian) nations of china India 

etc. Then Christ comes in glory to the whole world, destroying what 

wickedness remain. Those who are honorable citizens can survive this if 

the rest of the wars plagues famines etc haven't wiped them out, as they 

don't have the same protection as the followers of Christ. Some followers 

of Christ will die too as a consequence of the general conditions of 

hardship, but they have the most hope for deliverance. 

 

At some point, the mountains are flattened, and the waters return 

to the poles. The continents come back together, and earth returns to the 

place of its origin, near the throne of God.  

 

The destruction of the wicked is "the end of the world", then 

1000 years of peace, no death, and prosperity take place.  

 

Then after a final victorious stand against Satan and dissenters, 

earth is transformed into a celestial heaven planet forever. Then the 

saints become Gods, making worlds for their posterity to dwell, just like 

our Father in heaven has done for us. 
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Calendar End Time Events: Past   

 

-4000 BC 1st 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and 

taking place at the 

exact time of the 

beginning of each 

1000-year period. 

-4000 BC Adam & 

Eve enter the 

telestial world. The 

bible dictionary 

places Adam & Eve 

around 4000 BC. 

D&C reveals the 

earth has a temporal 

lifespan of 7000 years. The seals open at the beginning of each 1000 year 

period. The last 1000 year period is the millennium where Christ reigns 

on earth. Note: we don’t know the exact time of this, so we may need to 

give or take a while. 

-4000 BC onward: Series of empires which fulfill Daniel’s dream. See 

Old Testament manual. See also this resource from 

BYU https://eom.byu.edu/index.php/Daniel,_Prophecies_of  

-3000 BC 2nd 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period.  

https://eom.byu.edu/index.php/Daniel,_Prophecies_of
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-2000 BC 3rd 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period.  

-1000 BC 4th 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period. 

-753BC- Roman Empire Founded: Ezra’s Eagle. Some say it was 

fulfilled in Rome, their animal symbol being an Eagle, etc. (see this 

video: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dN9YcBcPwpE) some say it is 

being fulfilled now by USA Presidents, the US symbol being an Eagle, 

etc. (See James Prout’s LastDaysTimeline.com 

https://www.lastdaystimeline.com/presentation-ezras-eagle-april-2020/ 

& Michael Rush’s A Remnant Shall Return). Note that dual fulfilments 

are common in scriptural/prophetic language. Also note that the 

credibility of the Ezra’s Eagle prophecy is not certain as it comes from 

apocrypha. I do believe there is truth to it due to some very significant 

possible fulfillments of it which have played out.  

-1AD Birth of Jesus Christ the Savior of the world. Signs in sky fulfilled.  

-1 AD 5th 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period. 

-1000 The 6th 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dN9YcBcPwpE
https://www.lastdaystimeline.com/presentation-ezras-eagle-april-2020/
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than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period. 

-1535 Spring: Suleiman the magnificent of the Ottoman empire decreed 

the rebuilding of Jerusalem temple wall etc., initiating the 70-week 

prophecy of Daniel. 1535 + 490 = 2025. The 70 weeks prophecy is 

broken down into 62 

weeks (accomplished 

by 1969), 7 weeks 

(accomplished by 

2017), and 1 week 

(accomplished by 

2024). The beginning 

of the 62 weeks was 

about rebuilding 

Jerusalem, and so 

was the end of it 

right around 1969 

they were rebuilding 

Jerusalem from the 

aftermath of the many wars including the Six-Day war. 

 

-1600-1900~ Greatest human migration in history of people coming to 

the new world (the west, namely America) from the old world (the east). 

Some suggest this migration fulfills the prophecy of a bridge to bring the 

lost tribes from the north. See Joseph Smith Foundation documentary 

Mystery of the Two Prophets. Also Nephites in Europe documentary. 

There may be multiple fulfillments of the return of the 10 tribes 

prophecy, as prophets post this date have spoken of the return of the 

tribes as a body as a yet future event.  

-1620: 1st Ne. parallel: The Mayflower ship parallels Lehi's voyage. 

-1820 (March 27?): the first vision. Beings the dispensation of the 

fullness of times, gathering together all things in one in Christ. Eph. 1:10. 

D&C 128:18. The specific date is specific on many levels. The spring 

day foreseen in Enoch’s calendar, and to do with shmitas etc.   
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-1820- June 27 1844 Ministry of Joseph Smith mirrors the ministry of 

Alma the Younger in the Book of Mormon. Joseph restores the church, 

like how Alma built the church. Look at the JosephSmithFoundation.org 

chart. 

-1827 September 22: Joseph retrieves the Book of Mormon, 

simultaneously a great sign in the sky is given to Brigham Young and 

Heber C Kimball of soldiers seen marching in the 

sky. https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2007/10/living-in-

a-chapter-of-history?lang=eng 

-1827 Sep. 23: Kevin Prince shares these insights into another time when 

the Revelation Virgo Woman Sign in the Sky Was Fulfilled, at the time 

when Joseph Smith received the Book of Mormon: The September 23 

Virgo sign in the sky happened just after the Jewish New year around 

September 22. 1827 is the only other year where the Revelation 12 sign 

in the sky with Virgo and Jupiter exiting after 9 months of oscillating the 

Moon under foot and all the other fulfillments. 1827 September 23rd is 

one day after Joseph Smith got the plates from the hill. September 22 the 

feast of trumpets or anciently the day of remembrance was taught as the 

day that Israel would be gathered in. The Revelation 12 prophecy speaks 

of the child ruling with the rod of iron All Nations and Lehi's dream talks 

about the rod of iron being the word of God so here we have Joseph 

Smith getting the rod of iron which is the scripture. September 22 was 

about making a new covenant which would result in the final redemption 

of Israel. The time between the feast of trumpets and the day of 

atonement can signify the warning time the time one has to repent the 

trumpet sounds and then you've got that much time to repent until the 

day of atonement. (Kevin Prince insights from 

https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA) 

-1830 In 1830 there were basically 11 kingdoms that ruled the Earth and 

Russia was one of them you can't trace Russia back to Rome but all of 

the other 10 you can and it was at this time when the kingdom of God 

was established by Joseph Smith and it fulfills the Nebuchadnezzar 

dream about the 10 kingdoms and the one lasting and all the 10 

kingdoms being based in Rome as in coming from Rome. This was about 

2,400 years after Daniel's prophecy and fits very well. (This info was 

shared in a lecture at https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y by Kent 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2007/10/living-in-a-chapter-of-history?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2007/10/living-in-a-chapter-of-history?lang=eng
https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA
https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
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Blackhurst) 

  

-1830 March: Book of Mormon 1st published, truth come forth from the 

dust – Isaiah scripture 

-1830 April 6: the restoration of the gospel, official organization of the 

Church. Daniel's prophecy fulfilled about the kingdom being cut out of 

the mountain without hands. It will roll forth and fill the Earth.  

-1830 or 1831 Joseph Smith has an hour meeting with John the revelator 

where in John the revelator tells him that he is the priest and King of the 

lost 10 tribes and is preparing to lead them back. (Hyrum Andrus 

mentions it in his lecture on the Second Coming 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIEOStaItLo&list=PLMFvYACK6

oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=54, look for source) 

-1833 October 5 Joseph Smith predicts stars falling from their places in 

the sky, a major meteor shower takes place shortly thereafter right when 

he said it would. ""On one occasion Joseph was preaching in Kirtland in 

the fall of the year 1833 [October 5]. Quite a number of persons were 

present who did not belong to the Church; and one man, more bitter and 

skeptical than the others, made note with pencil and paper of the 

prophecy uttered on that occasion, wherein Joseph said that 'Forty days 

shall not pass and the stars shall fall from heaven.' 

"On the thirty-ninth day after the utterance of that prophecy a brother in 

the Church, Joseph Hancock and another man were out hunting game 

and got lost. They wandered about until night, when they found 

themselves at the home of this unbeliever, who exultingly produced this 

note of Joseph Smith's prophecy and asked Brother Hancock what he 

thought of his prophet now that thirty-nine days had passed an the 

prophecy was not fulfilled. 

"Brother Hancock was unmoved and quietly remarked, 'There is one 

night left of the time and if Joseph said so, the stars will certainly fall 

tonight. This prophecy will all be fulfilled.' 

"The matter weighed upon the mind of Brother Hancock, who watched 

that night and it proved to be the historical one known in the entire world 

as 'The Night of Falling Stars.' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIEOStaItLo&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIEOStaItLo&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=54
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" http://www.moroni10.com/mormon_history/joseph-smith-stars-

falling.html 

-1833 Nov. 13: One night that a mob was going to attack there was a 

very significant meteor shower which lasted all night and the mobbers 

saw it as a sign from God which it was this is well documented as one of 

if not the biggest meteor showers in history and Joseph Smith 

documented that it was literal fulfillment of scripture. (insight shared by 

Kevin Prince at https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA) 

-1836 April 3 Passover: As foretold in Malachi, Elijah appears before 

the great and dreadful day of the Lord in the temple to Joseph Smith & 

Oliver Cowdry, on the very day of Passover, in accordance with Jewish 

tradition. He gives the needed sealing keys to turn the hearts of children 

to fathers and fathers to children lest the earth be smitten. Moses appears 

to give both the keys of the gathering of Israel and the keys of the 

returning of the lost 10 tribes.  

D&C 110:11-16 "11 After this vision closed, the heavens were again 

opened unto us; and Moses appeared before us, and committed unto us 

the keys of the gathering of Israel from the four parts of the earth, and the 

leading of the ten tribes from the land of the north. 12 After this, Elias 

appeared, and committed the dispensation of the gospel of Abraham, 

saying that in us and our seed all generations after us should be blessed. 

13 After this vision had closed, another great and glorious vision burst 

upon us; for Elijah the prophet, who was taken to heaven without tasting 

death, stood before us, and said: 14 Behold, the time has fully come, 

which was spoken of by the mouth of Malachi—testifying that he 

[Elijah] should be sent, before the great and dreadful day of the Lord 

come— 15 To turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the 

children to the fathers, lest the whole earth be smitten with a curse— 16 

Therefore, the keys of this dispensation are committed into your hands; 

and by this ye may know that the great and dreadful day of the Lord is 

near, even at the doors." 

(Note: more on angels visiting Joseph 

Smith: https://www.ldsliving.com/24-Angels-Who-Visited-Joseph-

Smith/s/79521) 

http://www.moroni10.com/mormon_history/joseph-smith-stars-falling.html
http://www.moroni10.com/mormon_history/joseph-smith-stars-falling.html
https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA
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-1844? Joseph Smith said, “Noah came before the flood, I have come 

before the fire.” Truly Joseph Smith is the great prophet of the last 

dispensation. There are many prophecies of his return to lead us to Zion 

to prepare us against the fire, like Joseph in Egypt saved from the 

famine, etc. Joseph’s ministry was like Noah’s in that those who board 

the “good ship Zion” will be saved from this flood/fire.  

-1846 President Brigham Young leads the saints in a modern-day exodus 

to Utah, fleeing religious persecution in the eastern US with handcarts 

and wagons. 

-1850-1950 World and civil wars mirror period of major wars in Book of 

Mormon as recorded in Alma, which follow Alma building the church, 

just like Joseph Smith built the church and wars followed. 

-1917 Balfour Declaration “The Balfour Declaration was a public 

statement issued by the British government in 1917 during the First 

World War announcing support for the establishment of a "national 

home for the Jewish people" in Palestine” -Wiki 

-1933-1945 FDR Presidency. Latter-day Saints reject counsel of their 

leaders to stop voting for FDR. Utah citizens, representative of the 

Church, overwhelmingly voted for FDR. 

-1939 Sep. 1 - 1945 Sep. 2: WWII: Alma 28:1-2 parallel: the great battle 

that no one had ever seen before, note the Auschwitz bodies of the 

covenant Jews & nuke bomb. 

-1940’s-Present The saints also by and large reject the counsel of 

prophets in temporal affairs. The counsel to grow a garden. Later 

President Hinckley says that though the saints were counseled to have a 

year of food and no debt, most have a year of debt and no food. President 

Benson repeatedly warns saints to prepare temporally not just spiritually. 

In an address given in 1980 (Prepare for the Days of Tribulation), 

President Benson says the counsel to prepare has been given for over 40 

years. https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-

conference/1980/10/prepare-for-the-days-of-tribulation?lang=eng 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/1980/10/prepare-for-the-days-of-tribulation?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/1980/10/prepare-for-the-days-of-tribulation?lang=eng
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-1936: President Joseph Fielding Smith says the 2nd coming will be 

within the time of some in the audience being present. (ref and quote). 

Note: 100 years from the time of this address will by 2036, most don’t 

live more than 100 years. Note: this coming of the Lord could be to AOA 

or New Jerusalem, doesn’t have to necessarily be the grand coming to 

the whole world. The second coming of Christ is a series of events.  

-1948 May 14 Israel recognized as a nation. Jews being to gather at 

Jerusalem. They have Mt. Moriah. Hyrum Andrus in a lecture on the 

second coming suggests this is when the time of the gathering of the 

gentiles ended and the time of the house of Israel gathering began 

because it’s the first time that the Jews had complete government of 

Jerusalem since 70AD, and Christ prophesied that they wouldn’t take it 

again until the times of the gentiles be complete. 70 years after this in 

2018, the US President Donald Trump moves the US embassy there from 

Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.  

-1950-1990~ Communism and other secret combinations mirror secret 

combinations in Book of Mormon. These take root in America as stated 

by President Ezra Taft Benson. 

-1969 Spring: the 1st portion of Daniel’s 70 weeks prophecy is fulfilled, 

namely that 62 of the weeks are fulfilled. Just as the prophecy began with 

rebuilding Jerusalem walls in 1535, this portion of the prophecy ends 

with rebuilding Jerusalem walls after the 6 Days War.  

(The prophecy began with 1535 Suleiman the magnificent of the 

Ottoman empire decreed the rebuilding of Jerusalem temple wall etc., 

Initiating the 70 week prophecy. 1535 + 490 = 2025. The 70 weeks 

prophecy is broken down into 62 weeks (accomplished by 1969), 7 

weeks (accomplished by 2017), and 1 week (accomplished by 2024).  

 (Aaron Ellis details the 70 weeks prophecy well here: 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ though we may disagree of his 

interpretation of seals etc.) 

-1974 January: President Benson on food storage: “The revelation to 

store food may be as essential to our temporal salvation today as 

boarding the ark was to the people in the days of Noah.” Ezra Taft 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ
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Benson – Prepare Ye – Ensign, Jan. 1974, 69. Food storage readiness is 

certainly one level of interpretation of the parable of the 10 virgins.  

-1981: President Benson address on preparing for the second coming, 

speaks of hour of trial, 1 hour is about 40 years. From the time of this 

address, that hour is finished about 2021-2023. He says as sure as the 

destruction of the temple in Jesus' day was after 40 years of Jesus' 

speaking to them, so it is with our generation. The address: 

https://speeches.byu.edu/talks/ezra-taft-benson/prepare-great-day-lord/ 

This could certainly indicate another phase beginning. President Nelson 

said the church is at a hinge point in 2020. Could the time of 7 years of 

famine and tribulation be now at our door? The economic ramifications 

of the tremendous stimulus spending in 2020-2021 could surely trigger 

chaos.  

-1983: Elder Vaughn J Featherstone makes letter to be opened 50 years 

later, time capsule to be put in cornerstone of a temple, which says the 

Lord will have already come by that time (2033). “Those of you who 

read this letter have witnessed the second coming of Jesus Christ.” 

(Vaughn J. Featherstone, “To My Beloved Fellow Saints in the Twenty-

 First Century,” (letter, April 6, 1983), 

https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/assets?id=3438179d-a8c0-499d-

a2cc-82d6a239cef7) Note: This could refer to Christ’s coming at AOA or 

New Jerusalem which are key elements of the second coming. If it 

referred to the second coming in glory to all the world, the resurrection 

would have already happened so Featherstone would be there, so what 

need would he have had to write the letter. Featherstone therefore 

anticipated that when this time capsule was opened, he would not be 

present (aka the resurrection would not have occurred yet, so the coming 

of Christ wouldn’t have been to all the world yet), and that Christ would 

have already come to live with the saints, in the New Jerusalem.  

-1991 by this time half of marriages in the USA end in divorce 

https://worldhistory.us/american-history/history-of-divorce-in-

america.php More from this article: “By 1880 one in 16 U.S. marriages 

was ending in divorce, already the highest rate in the world”. “From 

1880 to 1920, the rise in American affluence paralleled a skyrocketing 

divorce rate.” “With the sexual revolution and women’s movement in the 

1960s, attitudes towards divorce began to change.” “Statistics [from a 

https://speeches.byu.edu/talks/ezra-taft-benson/prepare-great-day-lord/
https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/assets?id=3438179d-a8c0-499d-a2cc-82d6a239cef7
https://catalog.churchofjesuschrist.org/assets?id=3438179d-a8c0-499d-a2cc-82d6a239cef7
https://worldhistory.us/american-history/history-of-divorce-in-america.php
https://worldhistory.us/american-history/history-of-divorce-in-america.php
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1991 study] show that half of all marriages in America will end in 

divorce (Jost and Robinson).” This is certainly fulfilment of the prophecy 

that men’s hearts would fail them in the last days. It is indicative of a 

major stepping away from God’s laws and religion in general.  

-1992 Hong Kong China temple announced 

-1995 September 23: The Family Proclamation to the World was issued, 

warning that judgements foretold by prophets would come when 

societies fail to uphold the family as God ordained it to be: A man and a 

woman with children. 20 years later in 2015, homosexual marriage 

became legal nation-wide in the USA, which seals the deal on the 

destructions foretold in this proclamation.  

-1996 Feb. 25: Hel. 6:1-2 parallel: Church membership became greater 

outside of the US than inside the US; (see 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/1996/03/news-of-the-

church/more-members-now-outside-u-s-than-in-u-s?lang=eng); 

Righteousness of the Lamanites is greater than that of the Nephites says 

President Hinckley at general conference. Oct 1997 or 1998. 

-1998 April: 30 new temples announced.  Sometimes we attribute 

smaller temples to President Hinckley, this actually started with 

President Kimball. Elder Bedar points out that with President Hinckley, 

the timing of having 100 temples by the turn of the century was inspired. 

One article says of this, "...April 1998 [President Hinckley] announced 

an ambitious goal: effective immediately construction would commence 

on some 30 of what he called “small, beautiful, serviceable temples” in 

Europe, Asia, Australia, Fiji, Mexico, Central and South America, and 

Africa, as well as the United States and Canada. With 17 temples then 

going forward, that would total 47 new temples in addition to the 51 then 

in operation, he pointed out. He added, “I think we had better add two 

more to make it an even 100 by the end of this century, being 2,000 years 

‘since the coming of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ in the flesh’ (D&C 

20:1). In this program we are moving on a scale the like of which we 

have never seen before.” The 100-temple goal was reached on October 1, 

2000, when President Hinckley dedicated the Boston Massachusetts 

Temple."  https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/church/news/temples-

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/1996/03/news-of-the-church/more-members-now-outside-u-s-than-in-u-s?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/1996/03/news-of-the-church/more-members-now-outside-u-s-than-in-u-s?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/20.1?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/20.1?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/church/news/temples-have-proliferated-in-20-years-since-smaller-design-announced?lang=eng
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have-proliferated-in-20-years-since-smaller-design-

announced?lang=eng  

For a look at temple increase over the years see these videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us0UiVU3LGQ. Note the burst of 

temples as we began the new century. Along these lines, here is a look at 

growth of stakes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=au9KiwEpyrw 

-1999 October: President Eyring gives a talk on the parable of the ten 

virgins in general conference. This was the last conference of the current 

millennium, the next would be in the new millennium after year 2000.  

-2000: 3 Ne. 1 parallel? New millennium, new book 3 Ne. 

-2000 Notice the increased frequency of earthquakes: 

a. 1000 years of quakes video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4OZjvd6JC4&list=PLMFvYACK6

oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1 ; 

b. earthquakes of the 20th century: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-

IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index

=3 ; 

c. quakes of 2000-2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-

IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index

=3 

d. quakes of magnitude 6+ from 1900-2019 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_a_k6vsdso&list=PLMFvYACK6o

X0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=6 

In the 1960s and 70s and 80s it was about 41 earthquakes per year that 

caused major killing and in '90s to year 2000 it was about 60 per year 

which is a 50% increase then 336 of these type of earthquakes from 

around 2011 to 2020 which is over an 800% increase. 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/church/news/temples-have-proliferated-in-20-years-since-smaller-design-announced?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/church/news/temples-have-proliferated-in-20-years-since-smaller-design-announced?lang=eng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us0UiVU3LGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=au9KiwEpyrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4OZjvd6JC4&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4OZjvd6JC4&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhmF-IwP6uM&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_a_k6vsdso&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_a_k6vsdso&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=6
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-2000: 7th & final 1000-year period of earth’s 7000 temporal existence 

commences. Note: doesn’t mean the apocalyptic opening of that seal 

takes place; Joseph Smith taught that Johns vision was future not past, 

which makes the opening of the seals a series of end time events rather 

than historic and taking place at the exact time of the beginning of each 

1000-year period. 

-2001 September 11: Terrorists strike USA World Trade Centers & 

Pentagon. Fulfills prophecy of ‘war in your own lands’ spoken of in 

D&C (ref?). This 7th seal event is markedly different than those that have 

gone on before, as the US, which is a promised land, has heretofore been 

largely unimpacted for foreign terrorist/war invasions. Evidence of elites 

in the secret combinations having foreknowledge of this is evident in 

change of activity on the stock market just before the attack, premature 

annunciations of tower 7, etc.  

Rod Meldrum in a presentation (see link) points out how the promised 

land of America has 4 components, and how those are being taken away 

in the 4 shmitas of 2001, 2008, 2015, and likely 2022. Shmitas are 7 

years apart. The 4 promises of the promised land are security, prosperity, 

posterity, & the land itself. Now look at these being removed: 

Security (2001 it was removed 9/11 1st ever attack on US soil (Hawaii 

wasn’t US at the time, or at least wasn’t on continental US)) 

Prosperity/Wealth (2008 removed, major crash, Dow down by "777") 

Posterity (2015 removed, gay marriage made legal, reproduction rate all 

time low, etc.) 

Land of inheritance (2022 the wicked people will be removed) 

 

-2001 Oct. Gen. Conf. talk President Hinckley spoke of many things 

fulfilled.  

-2003-2010: 3 Ne. 3 Parallel: Operation Desert Storm, Second Gulf War: 

Video epistles exchanged between Osama bin Laden (Giddianhi, the 

governor of the robber band) saying "join us or die" and George Bush Jr 

(Lachoneus 2 who filed the judgment seat line his father with the same 

name: Bush Sr., Bush Jr.). 
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-2006 Dec. 30: 3 Ne 4:28 parallel: Hussein was killed by Hanging as was 

Zemnarihah 

-2008: Shmita year. Major economic depression, the symbol of the 

shmita curse. 

Rod Meldrum in a presentation (see link) points out how the promised 

land of America has 4 components, and how those are being taken away 

in the 4 shmitas of 2001, 2008, 2015, and likely 2022. Shmitas are 7 

years apart. The 4 promises of the promised land are security, prosperity, 

posterity, & the land itself. Now look at these being removed: 

Security (2001 it was removed 9/11 1st ever attack on US soil (Hawaii 

wasn’t US at the time)) 

Prosperity/Wealth (2008 removed, major crash, Dow down by "777") 

Posterity (2015 removed, gay marriage made legal, reproduction rate all 

time low, etc.) 

Land of inheritance (2022 the wicked people will be removed) 

 

-2011 May 2: 3 Ne. 4:14 parallel: Bin Laden flees is caught & slain like 

Giddianhi: "Giddianhi, who had stood and fought with boldness, was 

pursued as he fled; and being weary because of his much fighting he was 

overtaken and slain." 

-2015 June 26: Homosexual marriage becomes legal nation-wide in the 

USA promised land. The Family Proclamation to the World was issued 

20 years prior (1995), warning that judgements foretold by prophets 

would come when societies fail to uphold the family as God ordained it 

to be: A man and a woman with children. 

This also parallels 3 Ne. 6: in this chapter, Satan leads the people in open 

rebellion (which homosexual marriage is a quintessential example of). 3 

Ne. 6 is also a time when the church is divided and rebellious, which 

mirrors the liberal movement in the church which questions the prophets, 

trivializes Joseph Smith & the Book of Mormon as prophetic, etc. (for 

more on this church division see "Faith Crisis" vol 1 and 2 at 

JosephSmithFoundation.com. These liberal church historians have been 

hacking away at the traditional narrative since around the 1950’s.) 
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Rod Meldrum in a presentation (see link) points out how the promised 

land of America has 4 components, and how those are being taken away 

in the 4 shmitas of 2001, 2008, 2015, and likely 2022. Shmitas are 7 

years apart. The 4 promises of the promised land are security, prosperity, 

posterity, & the land itself. Now look at these being removed: 

Security (2001 it was removed 9/11 1st ever attack on US soil (Hawaii 

wasn’t US at the time)) 

Prosperity/Wealth (2008 removed, major crash, Dow down by "777") 

Posterity (2015 removed, gay marriage made legal, reproduction rate all 

time low, etc.) 

Land of inheritance (2022 the wicked people will be removed) 

 

-2015 December: Elder Bednar, at the Christmas devotional, says to the 

audience to imagine they are hearing a prophet declare future events, and 

liken what he is going to say to themselves. Then he tells them of Samuel 

the Lamanite's prophecy that 5 years later the Lord would come. 5 years 

from this address is 2020 December. Perhaps the Lord will make one of 

his preliminary appearances around this time, or some other monumental 

thing. Also remember in the Book of Mormon there were quite specific 

dates regarding prophecy, even so much so that the believers were to be 

put to death by a certain day if the prophecy didn't come to pass. We 

should not hesitate to relate The Book of Mormon to our day. Here is a 

link to the talk by Elder Bednar at that 

devotional: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_u5mR2B5m8&t=47s 

and if that doesn't work here is the entire 

devotional: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uACA7FBCo1s 

-2016: January: President Nelson started using the phrase “this latter 

part of these latter days” to describe modern times. See “Stand As True 

Millennials” 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2016/10/young-

adults/stand-as-true-millennials?lang=eng  [If you know of a time he said 

this before this let me know] 

-2016 Feb. 13: Hel. 9 parallel: Antonin Scalia a chief judge had been 

killed: parallels assassination of chief judge Seezoram.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_u5mR2B5m8&t=47s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uACA7FBCo1s
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2016/10/young-adults/stand-as-true-millennials?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/ensign/2016/10/young-adults/stand-as-true-millennials?lang=eng
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(Other chief judge (commander in chief) figure murdered which could fit 

Hel. 9: President Kennedy in 1963, though this doesn't fit as well as 

Scalia as his position was specifically a chief judge) 

-2016 November Presidential election of Donald Trump. He takes office 

January 2017. Note his name is trump like trumpet. See “the conception 

comet” for an interesting study on correlations with his coming to power 

and the woman sign in the sky.  

-2016 November Some suggest the other side of the Eagle feathers from 

Ezra's eagle prophecy are now beginning. 

-2017 The second portion of the Daniel’s 70 week prophecy ends, and 

the last week begins! This last week would take place 2017-2024, and 

entail the Great Tribulation period, particularly the last 3.5 years. 

(The Daniel 70 weeks prophecy began with 1535 Suleiman the 

magnificent of the Ottoman empire decreed the rebuilding of Jerusalem 

temple wall etc., Initiating the 70 week prophecy. 1535 + 490 = 2025. 

The 70 weeks prophecy is broken down into 62 weeks (accomplished by 

1969), 7 weeks (accomplished by 2017), and 1 week (accomplished by 

2024). (Aaron Ellis details the 70 weeks prophecy well here 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ though I disagree with his 7th seal 

timing analysis.) 

-2017: Aug. 21: Solar Eclipse: passed over 7 cities named Salem. The 

next eclipse in 2024 will go over US as well, transpose the paths of the 

two (2017 eclipse and 2024 eclipse), they make an x over Missouri. This 

was on a holy day which means it's a sign from God. Could indicate 

serious things taking place in 2024. The x marks where, according to 

Book of Mormon heartland geography specialist Rod Meldrum, 

Lachoneus fought a final battle against the Gadianton robbers, with their 

7 years of food gathered together. Perhaps the Egypt-like famine of the 

last days happens in 2024, perhaps earlier.  

-2017 September 23: Rev. 12 sign ‘in heaven’ of woman with sun at 

head, moon at feet, 12 stars overhead, travail with child 9 months. Virgo 

has Jupiter in womb 9 months. This date also coincided with the 

Autumnal equinox. D&C says the woman is the church, the man child is 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ
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the kingdom of God. The woman, after giving birth, flees to the 

wilderness for 3.5 years. This suggests that in the near future, the church 

will ‘flee to the wilderness’ for 3.5 years, or that by around spring of 

2021 the 3.5 years church in the wilderness will be over. (See this 

overview: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jYgoX4NL7g&list=PLMFvYACK

6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=21) Also The Book of 

Revelation talks about the head and The tail Of The serpent and the 

serpent constellation is actually divided into the head and tail; There's a 

nebula in the serpent constellation that has a red hue, and this could be 

why the scripture calls the dragon red. (Few more resources on this:  

https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA and https://youtu.be/gZDEILyqXek 

both by Kevin Prince) 

JST Rev. 12:2 the woman cried in pain about to be delivered. This crying 

could be apostacy in the church, the great faith crisis of saints believing 

evolution, a sinful uninspired Joseph Smith, the non-historic bible and 

Book of Mormon, and other false doctrines becoming widely believed. 

The cries are heard by God, and the kingdom of God is born. These 

falsehoods will soon be put down, and the political branch of the 

kingdom of God will be born. The church is true, and the wicked 

members who promote falsehoods as mentioned above, namely Leonard 

Arrington, the chief progressive church historian who hated ET Benson, 

JFiSmith, etc., will be shown to be false prophets. 

 

On Rev. 12 sign: Church of God could refer to Christian people in 

general and kingdom of God could refer to the Latter-Day Saints in 

specific this is a meaningful interpretation when we look at the 1827 

fulfillment of the Revelation sign in the sky as Joseph was from a 

Christian family and then it became the tool of the Lord to restore the 

kingdom of God in its fullness and Joseph was even ordained king of 

Israel in the council of 50. However, it may also be the church (The 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) which leads to a theocratic 

political organization called the kingdom of God. 

 

-2017 to ? The last (8?) US Presidents take office according to Ezra's 

eagle prophecy. Note: for why the prophecy starts with Hoover and 

switches to the other wing starting with Trump, see Ch. 2 of A Remnant 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jYgoX4NL7g&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jYgoX4NL7g&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jYgoX4NL7g&list=PLMFvYACK6oX0U14oLYSnnSEH59W_dNkt1&index=21
https://youtu.be/MFwwgYbdlRA
https://youtu.be/gZDEILyqXek
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Shall Return. Read it free online at thelost10tribes.com. See also James 

Prout’s analysis at LastDaysTimeline.com 

-2018 January 14 President Nelson becomes the prophet/president of 

the church. Very significant. Certain people have certain missions that 

take place at prophesied times. The fact that he comes in shortly after the 

2017 sign in the sky of Revelation 12, and began immediately making 

significant changes to the church. He continues to urge us to get personal 

revelation, seek higher blessings, and be aware of what’s going on 

beyond what is spoken by people, and to be personally taught by Christ. 

He is preparing us to redeem Zion, the New Jerusalem.  

-2018 April: 2 monumental temples announced: 1st Russia Temple, 1st 

India temple. 

-2018 April President Nelson declares “in coming days, it will not be 

possible to survive spiritually without the guiding, directing, comforting, 

and constant influence of the Holy Ghost.” (General Conference) 

-2018 April: In General Conference, President Nelson address 

“ministering with the power and authority of God” the 3 foot notes 

scriptures give much more detail about seeing the face of God, 

translation, etc. 

-2018 May 14: President Trump moves a US embassy from Tel Aviv to 

Jerusalem. This is 70 years from the time Israel became a nation in 1948. 

Israel mints a commemorative coin with Trump and Cyrus’ pictures on 

it.  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/israel-trump-coin-honours-

recognition-jerusalem-as-capital/. 

-2018: October: The church begins to be called by its correct title, see 

address by President Nelson, great blessings promised. 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-

conference/2018/10/the-correct-name-of-the-church?lang=eng ; Now 

that we are calling it by the correct name instead of Mormons, we have 

entered an even deeper stage of ‘the last days’. D&C 115:4 states “For 

thus shall my church be called IN THE LAST DAYS, even The Church 

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” Powerful spiritual blessings are 

promised if we heed this counsel.  

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/israel-trump-coin-honours-recognition-jerusalem-as-capital/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/israel-trump-coin-honours-recognition-jerusalem-as-capital/
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2018/10/the-correct-name-of-the-church?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2018/10/the-correct-name-of-the-church?lang=eng
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-2018 October: The Church announced a home centered church 

supported program, along with decreased church time so members could 

study the gospel more at home. Became effective January 2019. Also 

released Come Follow Me manuals to help home gospel study. These 

manuals have everyone studying a similar topic, and likely have been 

divinely timed to help members through world-wide events which 

correlate to the readings. This also helped members during the 2020 

COVID-19 pandemic to conduct home church as the churches were 

closed most of that year. Churches being closed possibly fulfills 

scriptures about the church fleeing to the wilderness. The people, not the 

buildings, are the church. 

-2018? President Nelson tells the saints to take their vitamins and get 

their sleep to prepare for what is ahead. 

-2019 March 10 Rome Temple dedicated. President Nelson said this 

would be a hinge point in the church. Potentially fulfills (on one level) / 

points us toward forthcoming fulfillment of book of Revelation prophecy 

of the 24 elders and 4 beasts worshiping God (12 living Apostles present 

and statues of 12 original apostles behind them constitute the 24 elders, 

the 3 member 1st presidency and the Christ statue constitute the 4 beasts) 

in the city which slew the saints (Rome (though more fulfillments could 

be forthcoming)). (Some beasts are written of as worshipping God, and 

are not to be confused with evil beasts. Joseph Smith’s writings on beasts 

of revelation may disprove this theory). One way or another, this event 

was significant, as President Nelson said, “a hinge point”, and is 

therefore worthy of mention here. 
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(Rome Temple Dedication Image from news-rome-italy-temple-

dedication-group.jpg (1025×683)) 

-2019 April: Elder Bednar implores us to find more information than 

what is told us: “If all you or I know about Jesus Christ and His restored 

gospel is what other people teach or tell us, then the foundation of our 

testimony of Him and His glorious latter-day work is built upon sand.” 

(General Conference https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-

conference/2019/04/54bednar?lang=eng) 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2019/04/54bednar?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2019/04/54bednar?lang=eng
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-2019? President Nelson footnotes to general conference address tells us 

to study certain scriptures about being translated and seeing the face of 

God that these are the privileges we are living beneath. 

-2019 Fall: Major historic Utah temples closed for about 4 years for 

remodel to upgrade earthquake-proof foundations. Perhaps we can 

expect major earthquakes in Utah etc. in 4 years. 

-2019 December: Stinging plague mentioned in revelations may be 

approaching fulfillment, there may be some symbolism in these murder 

hornets: https://www.bbc.com/news/52533585 “Murder Hornets” appear 

in USA for the 1st time in December 2019, will start breeding in April, 

and sending out workers in the Summer and Fall. “Once their habitats are 

built in the summer and autumn months, worker hornets are sent to find 

food.” Also these destroy honeybees. This could be symbolic of how 

there is about to be fulfilled the prophecy of the stout horn / anti-Christ 

who overcomes the saints, honeybees representing the saints. As these 

came from China(?) this could be symbolic of the anti-Christ coming 

from China, or being a Chinese ruler who gains global power. Or maybe 

this is not important.  

-2019 December 1: The Church separates from the Boy Scout 

organization due to the scouts permitting homosexual leaders. The 

Church institutes its own program for children and youth, making the 

church more independent of other organizations. 

-2020 January: Global pandemic COVID-19 brings economies to their 

knees. Corruption of government elites exaggerate this pandemic, 

resulting in it disrupting the world economy on a large scale. Printing of 

monies skyrocket, and debts deepen quickly. The economic aftermath of 

the overwhelmingly large stimulus spending by the government could 

cause massive unrest which could lead into the forthcoming 2nd US Civil 

War. This could all be the plan of the globalists for exaggerating the 

pandemic in the first place.  

-2020 January 1? “The time to act is now…this is a hinge point in the 

history of the church, and your part is vital.” President Nelson, Jan 1 

2020 announcement.  

https://www.bbc.com/news/52533585
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-2020: 200-year anniversary of the 1st vision. Several estimates for exact 

date, the March date lines up with something, I’ll write that here soon. Its 

also a 400 year anniversary for the pilgrims coming to America on the 

Mayflower.  

-2020 March 23rd: Temples close. 200 years (to the day say some 

estimates) from the 1st vision. An important date could be October 6th 

2023 which is 3 and 1/2 years after they closed. From the time when the 

‘daily sacrifice’ has ceased until all the other things are fulfilled; doesn't 

mean they necessarily have to stay all the way close the whole time. 

April of 2021 they open for proxy baptisms again.  

-2020 Spring: Utah earthquake 5.7 scale, trumpet of Moroni at the SLC 

temple falls. This is the grand temple of the church, the major symbol, 

and the location of church headquarters. Fulfills scripture from Amos 

about trumpet being removed. Symbolizes missionary work being moved 

to another phase, missionaries called home, as prophesied. 

-2020 April: in an Ensign article, President Nelson address “The Future 

of the Church: Preparing the World for the Savior’s Second Coming” 

says the time of the separation of the wicked from the righteous as 

prophesied in the D&C is shortly to come to pass. 

-2020 April: General conference hosanna shout 

-2020 April: 2 monumental temples announced: Shanghai China (2nd 

temple in China), & the 1st temple in Middle East in Dubai United Arab 

Emirates. Concerning the Dubai temple, "The Dubai temple will be the 

first to be built by the Church in the Middle East." and 

"The first self-standing Church meetinghouse in the Middle East was 

dedicated by Elder Jeffrey R. Holland in the emirate of Abu Dhabi in 

2013." https://newsroom.churchofjesuschrist.org/article/new-temples-

april-2020-general-conference 

-2020 Fall: Church members world-wide study of the coming of Christ 

to America anciently via The Book of Mormon, in an organized effort 

via the Come Follow Me study manual; could correlate with one of his 

comings in our time which are to take place before His coming in glory 

to the world. Interestingly, the production of the 3 Nephi and Ether 
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videos of the Book of Mormon Videos by the church were postponed to 

the summer of 2021 due to virus restrictions. It appears God wanted this 

to be made a little later.  

-2020: April: Elder Rasband at conference said “we are the people 

charged with ushering in the Second Coming of Jesus Christ” 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-

conference/2020/04/41rasband?lang=eng 

-2020 onward Economic & social turmoil, famine, war build up 

increasingly. Most people remain asleep to the real dangers mounting, 

and the many signs being given during these times. Brainwashing in 

public schools & media continues. Globalists continue to use COVID-19 

as the new way of scaring us into submission. Joel Skousen points out 

that the war on terror used to be their way of scaring us into submission 

(Patriot Act, etc.) but now they’ll be using the virus for these purposes. 

Everyone is giving up freedoms effortlessly from all of this. 

-2020 April: 200-year anniversary of the 1st Vision to Joseph Smith (God 

the Father & Jesus Christ appeared to him.) Church leaders invite 

members to “Hear Him”. Church proclamation given concerning the 

restoration of the gospel as initiated by the 1st Vision. President Nelson 

calls for a world-wide fast, potentially fulfilling a scripture in the book of 

Joel which speaks of a fast and solemn assembly (hosannah shout which 

we did at this time also) being called, then destructions being poured out 

in the last days. 

-2020 July? Elder Bednar rebukes Americans for allowing their religious 

freedoms to be taken away so quickly by the virus pandemic, restricting 

the rights to assemble at churches, and for placing trivial things such as 

purchasing gasoline above church assembly as essential. He warns that 

we must not let this continue. He shows that this is representative about 

how society doesn’t care about God anymore. 

-2020 August 8: Beirut Lebanon major explosion, potentially indicative 

of impending war. 

-2020 August: As the new school year begins, millions of Americans 

rebel against government COVID-19 tyrannical policies by resorting to 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2020/04/41rasband?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/general-conference/2020/04/41rasband?lang=eng
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homeschooling their children. Prophets have long encouraged parents to 

be the primary ones responsible for the educating of their children. 

Homeschooling in 2020 was a break for good people everywhere, and 

hopefully a wakeup call to get their children out of Babylon.  

-2020 Many major race-based Marxist riots commence and continue 

throughout the year. 

-2020 Mid-August: Police pull completely out of Portland Oregon. They 

later go back (I don’t know to what extent). 

-2020 Mid-August: President Nelson sends a Tweet saying hold on the 

road ahead may be bumpy. 

-2020 September 1: Asteroid passes by Earth coming closer than the 

moon. See 

https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/an-asteroid-will-zoom-past-earth-

in-september-and-it-will-be-closer-than-the-moon-2720921.html 

-2020: December: 5 years have passed from the time when Elder Bednar 

spoke at the 2015 Christmas devotional, wherein he told us to put 

ourselves in the audience as though we were listening to a prophet 

foretell future events, then read of Samuel the Lamanite prophesying the 

https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/an-asteroid-will-zoom-past-earth-in-september-and-it-will-be-closer-than-the-moon-2720921.html
https://www.news18.com/news/buzz/an-asteroid-will-zoom-past-earth-in-september-and-it-will-be-closer-than-the-moon-2720921.html
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coming of the Lord in 5 years. (This may or may not be significant in the 

timeline.) 

-2020 Dec. 6: Christmas Devotional talks had the following general 

order and themes: 1. Comfort 2. Three years of no Christmas. 3. Peace. 

4. Christ’s presence. (This order/theme may or may not be significant on 

a timeline level.) 

 

 

 

Significant Future Dates 
 

 

 

-2021: 40 years have passed since President Benson’s talk mentioned in 

1981. President Bensons talk that there would be a momentous hour, that 

was given in 1981, an hour (about 40-42 years) after that would be 

somewhere around 2020-2023. He says as sure as the destruction of the 

temple in Jesus' day was after 40 years of Jesus' speaking to them, so it is 

with our generation. Note President Nelson’s statement in 2020 that this 

is a hinge point in the church.  

Rev. 12 water cast and swallowed – potentially a Utah flood as Utah sits 

on some fountain? When I was working for BYU physical facilities, I 

was told by my supervisor who had been working there for decades that 

BYU is set up to withstand a massive dam breaking, with its own 

satellites, radio, etc., prepared to be a city independent of surrounding 

areas. 

-2021 Spring: If we count from the September 27 2017 sign of 

Revelation in the sky being fulfilled and giving birth to the child at 

which time the church flees into the wilderness for 3.5 years, that 3.5 

year period is over by this time. 
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At some point the political arm of God’s kingdom is put into operation. 

Dallin H Oaks and D. Todd Christofferson and others with legal 

backgrounds are in place perhaps to begin the political component of the 

kingdom of God as the ecclesiastical component is already set up and 

will remain through the millennium, so does the political component 

need to be set up and last through the millennium. 

-2023 Oct. 23rd: It’s been 3.5 years since the temples closed March 23 

2020. There may be scriptures referring to significant things taking place 

after the place of daily sacrifice was closed for 3.5 years. They are 

beginning to open in 2021, perhaps the will fully open before this time.  

-2024 Major historic Utah temples remodel to upgrade earthquake-proof 

foundations is completed. Expect major earthquakes in Utah etc. Perhaps 

the great earthquake of the 6th seal which prepares the way for the return 

of the 10 tribes.  

-2024 April 8: Solar eclipse, completing (when combined with the 2017 

eclipse) an "x" painted over America near Kentucky or Missouri (the 

New Jerusalem location.) In it's path 7 cities named Salem which means 

peace. These crossed out suggests "there is no peace". Prophets have said 

Missouri will be wiped clean so we can start construction of the New 

Jerusalem temple and world headquarters there. This x over this location 

is an omen that destruction is coming there soon. The X can also 

significant signify a crossroads or a division, meaning the time when the 

wicked being separated from the righteous is eminent.  

The x marks where, according to Book of Mormon heartland geography 

specialist Rod Meldrum, Lachoneus fought a final battle against the 

Gadianton robbers, with their 7 years of food gathered together. Perhaps 

the Egypt-like famine of the last days happens in 2024, perhaps earlier. 

-2024 NASA prediction of major asteroid coming between earth & moon 

that year. This asteroid is unstable & irregular, which can result in it 

hitting earth. The book of Revelation vividly describes a major asteroid 

hitting the Earth. Could hit Yellowstone, Missouri, or other key locations 

associated with the destructions to America. 

-2024 Presidential election 
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The government collapses after Ezra's Eagle prophecy is complete, & the 

feathers & eagle heads are finished, and the lion has ravaged them. Some 

suggest the lion is the 10 tribes, some suggest its the native Americans / 

Latinos who storm the USA wiping them out. Perhaps the meaning is 

more broad meaning the house of Israel generally.  

As recorded in the Book of Mormon, after the fall of the government in 3 

Nephi 9-11, people break up into tribes. These chapters state that these 

tribes have agreements to not war against each other. 

Major cities such as Boston, New York, Albany, etc. either are burned, 

sink into the sea, or are destroyed by earthquakes etc., as predicted in the 

D&C. See this reference and supporting statements here: 

ldslastdays.com/Boston-New-York-and-Albany-Destroyed/. 

“Upon my house shall it begin” as indicated in the D&C as the 

desolating scourge could indicate that an area near Utah where church 

headquarters are located will trigger world-wide chaos, such as a 

Yellowstone eruption which would greatly disturb all of the US. Upon 

my house shall it begin May likely refer to Missouri that's where the 

New Jerusalem will be and that's where the saints were so heavily 

persecuted. 

 

-2027 there are not only a solar eclipse crossing out the United States in 

the New Jerusalem Missouri but there is a solar eclipse two of them 

crossing out the old Jerusalem in Palestine area just like it was 2017 and 

2024 for the New Jerusalem the old Jerusalem's come in another seven 

and a four which is 2027 and then 2034 both of them are 7 years apart.  

-2028 Presidential election 

-2030: 200-year anniversary of the organization of the church 

-2033/4 2000-year anniversary of the atonement and resurrection of 

Christ. A potentially significant time for one of the returns of Christ.  
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-2033-2034 Return of Christ matches Book of Mormon timeline: Christ 

appeared there AD 33-34. Isaiah says to liken scriptures to our day. 

Mormon said the book was written with our time in mind. 

-2034 the x of solar eclipses over the Egypt & Jerusalem area is 

completed 

The long promised millennium, where Christ reigns on earth with his 

saints. 

~3000+: End of the millennium. 2nd battle of Gog & Magog. 

Adam/Michael defeats Satan's hosts one last time. Earth's 7000-year 

temporal existence is completed. Earth dies and is resurrected as a 

celestial planet. The saints live there forever until they expand, then they 

make earths for their spirit children to dwell on. See Doctrines of the 

Gospel institute manual quote about this. 

 
 


